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Run 4 Brad – Scotland 10K 
By Alex Baillargeon 
 

The morning of April 5 was crisp and clear; although the sun had not yet risen, it had all the makings of a 

beautiful early-spring day.  As I made my way to the Stamford train station just after 5am, all I could think about 

was how relieved (and tired) I would be after completing this 10K (6.25 miles) run.  I had never run more than 3 

miles or so in one go, and even that was inside on a treadmill with no incline.  However, after having heard the 

tragic yet inspiring story of Brad Berman, I knew this was a small sacrifice to make.  While I don’t personally 

know Brad, I know of the tremendous uphill battle he’s facing after having suffered a hemorrhagic stroke last 

summer. 
 

By the time I emerged from the subway at Lincoln Center, the sun was up, illuminating the crystal clear blue sky.  

It was just after 7am but Central Park was abuzz with excitement for the Scotland 10K Run nonetheless; 

bagpipes blared and numerous kilts could be spotted among the runners.  I tracked down Sabina and Kellie who 

had graciously picked up my running number the day prior.  As I did this, it was impossible not to notice the 

droves of “Run 4 Brad” t-shirts worn by those moving about the park.  Keeping in mind there were over 10,000 

people in the park, seemingly anywhere you looked you could see someone wearing one of these shirts.  I’m sure 

that Brad’s wife Jessica, the organizer of the “Run 4 Brad” movement, was extremely proud of both the turn out 

and the fundraising efforts of this group. 
 

Having had zero prior experience with any sort of organized road race, I didn’t know that the race numbers are 

given out based on one’s projected pace.   It made a lot of sense that I was number 9,037 out of 10,000.  Kellie 

had a much lower number and as the start of the race approached, she found her place in the middle of the 

pack.  Sabina (who also proudly sported a number in the 9,000s) and I headed for our starting position in the very 

back, which was roughly a half mile from the start line.  In fact, we couldn’t even see the official start line from 

where we started (which was slightly discouraging). 
 

Temperatures in the high 40’s and a light breeze made for very pleasant running conditions and we were neither 

too hot nor too cold.  The run took us around the perimeter of the park inclusive of its various hills and valleys.  

Throughout the course were event coordinators on the sidelines cheering us on and each mile was marked by a 

bagpiper.  I had a chuckle as we passed the bagpiper at the 5th mile marker who was no longer playing.  I came 

to the quick realization that he was probably exhausted from an hour plus of constant playing.  I empathized 

with him as my running stamina was quickly fading as well. 
 

As the finish line approached, the music and cheers grew louder.  We decided to pick up the pace a bit, partially 

due to adrenaline kicking in but mostly wanting to finally cross the finish!  As I strode across the line, an immense 

wave of relief and accomplishment washed over me.  I never expected to participate in a run such as this and 

was actually dreading it right up to the start.  However, after completing it, I couldn’t have been happier that I 

took part.  First and foremost, to have supported Brad’s cause.  Secondly, to prove to myself that I could in fact 

accomplish something I never thought I would even attempt.  All in all, it was a very rewarding day. 
 

For this race alone, the “Run 4 Brad” group raised over $150,000 which was donated to the Burke Medical 

Research Institute in order to support  the rehabilitation of individuals who have suffered brain injuries similar to 

Brad’s.  Over 50 current and former GE employees participated (Kellie, Sabina, Jeff and I were the four FMP 

representatives) but the entire “Run 4 Brad” group numbered in the hundreds.  Brad continues to recover but due 

to the severity of the injury, it is a slow and painful process for him.  I’m sure Jessica will organize more “Run 4 

Brad” events in the coming months and I highly recommend joining in.  Even if you’re like me and think you can’t 

do it, you will definitely surprise yourself!  
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This year’s Scotland 10K will forever be one of the 
more memorable days of my life. It reminded me of 
how all of the positive energy coming out of NYC 
road races inspired me to become a runner in the 
first place.  
  
I was bitten by the running bug in Central Park in 
2003 when my then-girlfriend (now wife) and I 
watched the final steps of  the NYC marathon.  On 
that day, we promised to run the NYC marathon 
together. One year later, we did it!   
  
Running is something that has meant the world to 
me for the last 10 years of my life, and the Scotland 
10K was a good reminder that with hard work and 
dedication I know I will be able to resume doing 
what I loved. 
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Thoughts on the Scotland 10K 
By Brad Berman 

Jessica & Brad running the NYC Marathon in 2004 

I hope that we can all do it again in the future. 

The Berman family before the race 

While I have been traveling a long road, it was very 
comforting and reassuring to see so many friends 
and colleagues taking the time to experience the race 
with our team.  It also provided me with even more 
motivation to regain my health.  Speaking of health, I 
am totally convinced that my running conditioning 
was a significant factor in allowing me to survive my 
hemorrhagic stroke on August 4, 2013, and has 
certainly helped me in my recovery.  Jessica and I 
started the Run 4 Brad movement with the goal of 
inspiring people to run and live a healthier lifestyle.  
We have heard that some people caught the running 
bug on April 5, 2014, which couldn’t make us happier. 

Jeff Ulsh buys a raffle ticket 
from Brad’s son. 

Jessica, Brad’s wife, thanking 
everyone for their support! 

Run 4 Brad t-shirts we all wore. 




